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To: NCUC
From: Mark W Klein

Concerned,
I oppose Duke Power's plan to basically add to global warming via gas fired power plants. Also building solar farms
far away from point of use necessitating erection of multiple extremely long transmission line systems
across our state benefits them, not the residents of North Carolina.
Also, as a rooftop solar system owner I strongly oppose Duke Power's agenda to reduce the rate of return on NC
residential solar systems (net metering).
I am not a wealthy individual and the investment was substantial, but felt we as citizens must all do our part. I must
also note Duke has skewed generation data in their favor
for the several years I've had my solar system operable. This has required quite an investment of my time arguing
with Duke using their own generation data to prove incorrect billing.
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Statement of Position Submitted

Name

Julie Hall

Email

bje125@att.net

Docket

E100sub180

Message

Please do not allow for Duke Power to increase fees YET AGAIN. North Carolinian's cannot
handle another increase. Duke has been irresponsible in the past, pay their "upstairs" CEO,
CFO way too much and never bother to notify people when they do rolling black-outs. What
about people on life-giving machines? Or the elderly during a cold snap? It's disgusting!! Just
look at their bills which are 2 pages and the 2nd page is wasted. If they waste that much where
we can see it, maybe they need to skimp somewhere else and not shove it on our shoulders
which are already bearing too much.
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